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Statistics About Gap Years 

 

• Gap students in the Haigler survey returned to college generally within six months after 
their Gap year, with a (re)ignited passion for learning, and the ability to connect formal 
education with "real-world" experiences. (In the survey, 90% returned within 1 year and 80% 
within 6 months - the other 10% generally had solid reasons, e.g., taking an extra Gap year, 
family illness, etc.). 

• A study by two economists at the University of Western Australia, Elisa Birch and Paul 
Miller, found students who took time out scored an average first-year university mark 2.3 per 
cent higher than those coming straight from school. The study found the positive effect of a 
Gap year on academic performance was strongest for males who were underachievers: 
these students scored 3.7 per cent more if they took a Gap year. 

• In the United States, experts say the increasing stress of college admissions makes 
parents nervous about any kind of unusual path. "These are families that somehow see this 
as not part of the grand plan," said Gail Reardon, who founded a Boston company, Taking 
Off, that helps students plan Gap years. Adds Lee Stetson, dean of admissions at the 
University of Pennsylvania: "Not wanting to break stride is the American way." [...] "I don't 
think there's any rational explanation to just run to college," [Gerrit Lansing, a student who 
took a Gap year] said. "There's no reason. It's just what everyone does." 

• 60% of Gap year graduates said the experience either "set me on my current career 
path/academic major" or "confirmed my choice of career/academic major"). About 66% also 
said they took their academic work "much more seriously" or "somewhat more seriously" after 
their Gap year. 

• Milkround is a commercial "graduate recruitment firm" that has been in the forefront of U.K.-
based research on the impact of Gap years. (The U.K. term, "milkrounds," refers to 
employment interviews conducted by graduate recruiters.) The Milkround graduate 
recruitment Gap year survey asked 378 respondents if they believed their experience had 
made them better candidates for employers. Of the 50 percent who had already taken a Gap 
year, the overwhelming majority (88 percent) said "yes," their Gap year had "added to their 
employability." 

• Of those surveyed who were already out of college and in the workforce, almost 75% 
reported being "satisfied" or "very satisfied" in their jobs. The major reasons for job 
satisfaction provided were personal growth experienced and the opportunity to help others 
solve problems (with status and financial security rating much lower). The former statistic 
compares very favorably with other "twenty-somethings" where majority report low job 
satisfaction. 


